The healthcare industry is transforming, and so must the organizations within it.

IBM is a leader in enabling transformation through technology for healthcare throughout the United States and around the world. We understand the challenges that your organization faces and have developed targeted deployment best practices based on our years of experience to help support the healthcare industry so you can keep the focus on patient care and life-saving research.

One of the most transformative tools that can be introduced to your operations and administration is Workday. IBM helps you deploy Workday so it meets your business context and environment, but stays true to the best practices delivered within it—maximizing Workday’s social, mobile and analytics capabilities. The best practices approach to deploying Workday delivers the operational and administrative agility needed to support and lift your strategic objectives, operational imperatives and, ultimately, the attainment of your care mission.

IBM’s extensive knowledge of the healthcare industry, combined with experience in deploying technology solutions, allows us to cost effectively deploy Workday with professionalism and expediency—helping you to realize its value sooner. IBM knows the challenges that hospitals and other healthcare institutions face; our consultants have spent years understanding and working with these organizations to make them run smoother and more efficiently—leaning out work, making care providers’ and your staff’s work lives simpler, and engaging them so these organizations realize the operational agility gains they have been seeking.

A focus on what matters
When it comes to deploying Workday, you need a partner that has invested the time to develop best practices and understands the needs of healthcare institutions like yours. IBM knows your organization and can create a solution that works for you.

Highlights:
- Delivers the operational and administrative agility needed to support strategic objectives
- Utilizes best practices to deploy Workday with expediency allowing your organization to realize the value sooner
- Engages healthcare employees to help the organization run simpler and more efficiently

Stay on top of your bottom line and workforce. IBM and Workday can help you with:
- Personalized dashboards and analytics for managers and leaders
- Real-time data availability
- On-demand composite reporting
- Mobile access and mobile decision support
- Ability to manage, approve and analyze from anywhere
- Workforce and financial analytics combined in one system with one architecture
- Tighter integration with affiliates
- On-demand composite reporting
- Grants, funds and commitment accounting
- Direct, dual and indirect reporting structures
- Reflective configuration like company ownership and intercompany profiles
- Allowing workers to be paid concurrently from unique legal entities
- Configuration for multi-site/multi-location with a range of specializations
- Joint Commission, CAP and state agency audit support

Keep your facility fully staffed with the help of Workday and IBM:
- Provide potential candidates with an easy end-user experience.
- Simple, streamlined and automated recruitment and on-boarding process.
- Mobile and social capabilities.
Worry less about administrative tasks and focus more on patient care and research. Let IBM help you:
– Reduce the questions that have to go to HR or Finance.
– Reduce the time it takes for process approvals for physician leaders, and nurse and staff managers.
– Easily integrate Workday with popular time and scheduling tools prevalent in healthcare, such as Kronos.

For leading healthcare institutions, there is no substitute for Workday. Let IBM get Workday up and running more effectively so your organization can stay focused on what really matters: delivering the best possible patient care and life-saving medical research.

For more information
To learn more about offerings from IBM Services, contact your IBM sales representative or visit ibm.com/workday.